
Report of the Chief Executive                                  Decision to be taken: 
        With immediate effect 
        (24 June 2008) 
          

NORTH LINCOLNSHIRE COUNCIL 

CORPORATE SERVICES CABINET MEMBER 

 
CLOSURE OF CROSBY NEIGHBOURHOOD  

MANAGEMENT PATHFINDER INITIATIVE  
 

1.OBJECT AND KEY POINTS IN THIS REPORT 
 
1.1 To seek the Cabinet Member’s agreement to the closure of the initiative and 

of its staff team. 
1.2 Urgent approval is required in order to integrate this decision with the council’s 

wider budget process. 
 

 
2 BACKGROUND INFORMATION 
 

2.1 In 2003 North Lincolnshire Strategic Partnership (NLSP) secured seven 
years’ funding for Crosby Neighbourhood Management Pathfinder (NMP). 
The NMP’s aim was that service providers and residents work together to 
develop services more appropriate to the needs of local people.  

2.2 Crosby NMP Ltd, a company limited by guarantee, was formed to oversee 
the initiative. The company was made up of residents, service providers 
and representatives of the community, faith, private and voluntary sectors. 
A staff team of four was established to manage the project. 

2.3 Working with residents, priorities were identified and the NMP focussed, 
with success, on issues that improved the quality of life of local people. 

2.4 In 2006 NLSP received further funding, which was assigned to the Acorns 
initiative for the Westcliff, Riddings and Manor Farm areas.  

2.5 The funding for both the Crosby and Acorns initiatives was ringfenced by 
Central Government for Neighbourhood Management activities. 

2.6 In 2006 North Lincolnshire was awarded capital funding through the 
Cleaner Safer Greener fund. NLSP asked the Crosby NMP and Acorns 
NM initiatives to decide how the funding should be spent in their area. 

2.7 The staff team in Crosby had to manage over forty such projects, which 
meant that the focus on Neighbourhood Management was diluted.  
Residents and Board members became disillusioned.  



2.8 The capacity of the Crosby team was further reduced when two members 
of staff left. From the outset the NMP had planned a review of staff 
structure in 2008.  

2.9 Central Government is keen that Neighbourhood Management be used to 
devolve decision making down to a neighbourhood level. The NMP’s exit 
strategy had always involved the roll out of Neighbourhood Management 
across North Lincolnshire. NLSP has agreed a system based on 17 wards 
reporting to five area teams and ultimately to the NLSP itself. 

2.10 From 2008-9 external funding from Central Government comes in the 
form of an area-based grant to North Lincolnshire Council. This includes 
the remaining funding for Crosby NMP. Such funding is not now ring-
fenced and can be used for anything  which will help NLSP to achieve the 
targets and outcomes in the Local Area Agreement. 

2.11 It is proposed to close Crosby NMP initiative on 30 June 2008 and use the 
resources, including the expertise of the team, to roll out Neighbourhood 
Management across North Lincolnshire.  

2.12 The Acorns initiative will continue, but be reviewed annually. 
 
3 OPTIONS FOR CONSIDERATION 
 

3.1 There are two options available. These are: 

• Accept the proposal 

• Reject the proposal 
 

4 ANALYSIS OF OPTIONS 
 

 4.1 The NLSP is committed to the roll out of Neighbourhood Management 
across the whole of North Lincolnshire. The proposal would provide 
dedicated resources, including experienced staff, which are needed to 
achieve this. 

 
5 RESOURCE IMPLICATIONS (FINANCIAL, STAFFING, PROPERTY, IT) 
 

5.1 Financial 
 

5.1.1 It is proposed that £200,000 of resources would transfer to the 
Community Planning and Resources service to deliver the 
Neighbourhood Management and Stronger Communities elements 
of the council’s Strategic Plan. 

 
5.2 Staffing 
 

5.2.1 All four posts within the Crosby NMP team would cease to exist. 



5.2.2 Two council staff members currently in post would be potentially 
redundant, subject to the availability of reasonable alternative job 
opportunities. 

5.2.3 The council’s redeployment policy would be applied. 
 

5.3 Property 
 

5.2.1 The initiative has been based in a North Lincolnshire Homes 
property. It has given notice to quit on 30 June 2008. 

5.4 IT 
 

5.4.1 There are no IT implications. 
 

6 OTHER IMPLICATIONS (STATUTORY, ENVIRONMENTAL, DIVERSITY, 
SECTION 17 – CRIME & DISORDER, RISK AND OTHER) 
6.1 Statutory 
 

6.1.1 See 6.4.1 below 
6.2 Environment 
 

6.2.1 The successful roll out of Neighbourhood Management should lead 
to street scene improvements in more parts of North Lincolnshire. 

6.3 Diversity 
 

6.3.1 The roll out of Neighbourhood Management will increase 
opportunities for those from diverse sections of the community to 
become involved in local decision making. 

 
6.4 Section 17 – Crime & Disorder 
 

6.4.1 The roll out of Neighbourhood Management will complement the 
work of the Safer Neighbourhoods Partnership and help the council 
to fulfil its responsibilities under Section17 of the Crime and 
Disorder Act. 

 
6.5 Risk & Other 
 

6.5..1 There was some risk that the closure of Crosby NMP could be seen 
as removing resources from one of the most deprived areas of 
North Lincolnshire. By including residents and interested parties in 
consultation on the way forward this has largely been avoided. 

 
7 OUTCOMES OF CONSULTATION 
 

7.1 Extensive consultation has taken place between council officers, its 
partners and residents actively involved in the Crosby NMP initiative. 
Council officers and partners are clear that the Crosby NMP initiative was 



not fulfilling its purpose and the resources would better be used in the roll 
out of Neighbourhood Management across North Lincolnshire. 

7.2 Resident Board members of Crosby NMP Ltd have been involved in a 
“Future of Crosby NMP” exercise facilitated by Kingsway Consulting and 
have decided that they would like to become an independent not for profit 
organisation linked into NLSP Neighbourhood Action teams. 

7.3 The report has been sent to the Trade Unions for consultation and no 
adverse comments have been received. 

 
8 RECOMMENDATIONS 
 

8.1 That the Cabinet Member approves this report, formally closing the 
Crosby Neighbourhood Management Pathfinder initiative. 

8.2 That the Chair and Board members of Crosby NMP Ltd, and the Crosby 
NMP staff team be thanked for their pioneering work on neighbourhood 
management. 

8.3 That the council welcomes the emergence of the new independent not for 
profit organisation linked into NLSP Neighbourhood Action teams. 

8.4 That all four posts within the Crosby NMP team cease to exist. 
8.5 Two council staff members currently in post be made redundant and the 

council’s redeployment policy be applied. 
8.6 That £200,000 of the resources hitherto assigned to Crosby NMP be 

transferred to the Community Planning and Resources service to deliver 
the Neighbourhood Management and Stronger Communities elements of 
the council’s Strategic Plan. 

8.7 That a revised staff structure be developed, coinciding with the retirement 
of the Head of Community Plans and Partnerships, and a further report 
made to the Cabinet Member for Corporate Services with proposals for 
the new establishment.  
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